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Objectives
 Generic infrastructure for data flows
 Sustainability and up-to-date services
 Interoperability and standards
 e.g. Open Geospatial Consortium
 Seamless integration with our infrastructure
 Web GIS
 Web Portals
 Data Archive
Challenges
 Heterogeneity of scientific needs and workflows
 Number of different instruments, data sources 
and formats
 Integration with existing solutions, e.g. for the 
data flow, but also administrative information
 Effort and limited knowledge on standards
Use Case: FRAM
Ice tethered platforms
radiation, snow height, depth,
ice thickness, temperature,
salinity, oxygen, chlorophyll a … Medieningenieure Bremen / Sabine Lüdeling
Use Case: FRAM
Platform networks
Use Case: FRAM
Water column
fluorescence, nutrients, salinity,
temperature, conductivity, depth,
acoustic doppler current profiler,
water and phytoplankton samples, …
Medieningenieure Bremen / Sabine Lüdeling
Use Case: FRAM
Deeper water column
hydroacoustic, sediment samples,
current meter, conductivity, temperature,
depth, photo, video, acoustic zooplankton
recorder, …
Medieningenieure Bremen / Sabine Lüdeling
Use Case: FRAM
Ocean floor
photo, video,
benthic flux, physico-chemical,
... Medieningenieure Bremen / Sabine Lüdeling
Use Case: MOSAiC
Use Case: MOSAiC
 Different sites in a 
distributed network 
around Polarstern
M. Nicolaus
Chlorophyll a, nitrate, oxygen, ice 
thickness, snow depth, pressure,
temperature, radiation, velocity, acoustic,
bio sampling, photo, video, ...
Use Case: MOSAiC
MOSAiC Raw Data
Polarstern
Data Storage
Satellite Link for 
Data Acquisition
Onboard Data 
Transfer
Onshore Data 
Transfer
Satellite Link for Data 
Monitoring and 
Remote Service 
only 2 x 100MB/day
Use Case: MOSAiC
Raw Data
Solutions
sensor.awi.de
dashboard.awi.de
maps.awi.de
pangaea.de
data.awi.de
Sensor Description
 Platform and device 
descriptions for 
provenance 
information and 
reduced data 
integration effort
 Versioning and 
citability
 Interoperability and 
standards
 ~1200 descriptions 
available and counting
Dashboard
 User-customizable, 
flexible dashboards for 
data monitoring
 Automatic data 
streaming of near-real 
time and delayed-
mode data
 Based on sensor 
descriptions and 
configurations
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Values Sensors
Maps
 Map visualization and 
composition of data 
products
 Maintaining world 
base maps in different 
projections
 Providing standard 
products, e.g. chloro-
phyll a and sea ice
Data Publication
 Data archiving and 
publication including 
curation and 
harmonization
 Linking with articles, 
platforms and 
expeditions
 Semi-automatic data 
flows when using O2A
Video
Data Publication
 Data archiving and 
publication including 
curation and 
harmonization
 Linking with articles, 
platforms and 
expeditions
 Semi-automatic data 
flows when using O2A
Portal – data combined
Portal – data combined
Portal – data combined
Data Flow Framework
Current work
 Developing a science community workspace for 
data sharing and data analyses within the 
Helmholtz Data Federation (HDF)
 State-of-the-art storage, replicated between 
Bremerhaven and Potsdam
 User-friendly “one-click” compute solutions with 
virtual machines and containers
 Hadoop big data analysis based on Hortonworks 
data flow and data platform
 Raster data management and analysis with 
rasdaman
Resources
 Solutions need manpower for data curation, 
organization and technology development and 
maintenance
 4.5 funded through FRAM
 3.0 funded for PANGAEA developments – offers 
available
 5.0 funded through HDF – offers available
 plus permanent staff
 Still gaps for ingest, PANGAEA curation, and 
further developments e.g. of SENSOR
Thank you very much for your attention!
roland.koppe@awi.de
